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Ethan Long's Cars, Signs, and Porcupines is the third book in the Happy County preschool
picture book series featuring cars, trucks, signs, counting, and maps.Rise and shine for another
bustling day in Happy County! The roads are filled with people in vehicles traveling through town.
There are cars, trucks, buses, bicycles, and lots of signs to decipher on the road. This primer
compendium is chock-full of lovable characters and educational content connected to maps,
geography, signage, counting, measurements, and, underground systems, and transportation
vehicles—plenty of clever scenarios to keep little ones engaged. Interactive, informative, and on
point for the PreK–2 audience.Christy Ottaviano Books
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|||What an amazing, beautiful, bustling morning it is in Happy County!Today looks like the perfect
weather for a hike, or a relaxing drive, oreven going out for breakfast. The sun is in full view.||||||||||
Mrs. Antelope picked up some fresh cantaloupe!Li’l Beaky and Farmer Del are warming up the
tractor!The Bright Brothers are testing out their newest invention,the Solar Sail 5000!Oops.|||||
Mr. Birdsong! You’restill in your pajamas?Yeppers!|||||||Everyone’s wheels are infull motion and
that’s a goodsign! Let’s get this day rolling!What an amazing, beautiful, bustling morning it is in
Happy County!Today looks like the perfect weather for a hike, or a relaxing drive, oreven going
out for breakfast. The sun is in full view.Mrs. Antelope picked up some fresh cantaloupe!Li’l
Beaky and Farmer Del are warming up the tractor!The Bright Brothers are testing out their
newest invention,the Solar Sail 5000!Oops.Mr. Birdsong! You’restill in your pajamas?Yeppers!
Everyone’s wheels are infull motion and that’s a goodsign! Let’s get this day rolling!



|||Wow! The Happy County workers are already makingtheir rounds. Greetings, everyone.Hi!||
What’shappening?||Top o’ themorning to ya!||||Howdy!||Hello, hello!||¡Hola!|||It’s a pleasureto
meet you!||Wassuuuuup!||OH NO! The watertower has sprung aleak. Water is
fallingEVERYWHERE!||||||||||||||||||It’s flooding theFrench fry factory.It’s drenchingthe Donut Den.|
It’s pouring allover Pauly andPolly’s PorcupinePlayland.Our playfulporcupines!Wow! The Happy
County workers are already makingtheir rounds. Greetings, everyone.Hi!What’shappening?Top
o’ themorning to ya!Howdy!Hello, hello!¡Hola!It’s a pleasureto meet you!Wassuuuuup!OH NO!
The watertower has sprung aleak. Water is fallingEVERYWHERE!It’s flooding theFrench fry
factory.It’s drenchingthe Donut Den.It’s pouring allover Pauly andPolly’s PorcupinePlayland.Our
playfulporcupines!
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TerryAnn, “Our 4 year olds Favorite Book. Very funny and engrossing book! Our four-year-old
loves it!”

How Useful It Is, “Great Interactive Book!. This book was awesome. A busy book with lots to look
at. I like the interactive and informative portion of the story. The definition to big words were a
plus. I liked the colorful illustrations of different cars, trucks, houses, etc. The details were
fantastic because I don’t think there’s anything this town doesn’t have. The different types of
automobiles on the road were fun to look at. I liked The Line Painting Crew. The names of
different airlines was just too good not to smile.Readers will meet everyone at Happy County. It’s
a sunny day and everyone’s out and about. Different people with different jobs are at their
labeled posts. Out of the blue, a leak on the water tower flooded the Porcupine’s Playland. The
porcupines then got loose and were running everywhere. The County Mounties race to the
rescue trying different tactics to round up the porcupines. They try fishing them with pork chops,
homemade pickled papayas, etc. The citizens in Happy County have to adhere to road signs
and readers will learn what the signs means and will be given the opportunity to place the
correct signs per the shapes provided. While chasing after the porcupines around town, readers
will see the many different noises at the airport and the plumbing lines where water travel in and
out of people’s homes. An adventure to round up the porcupines also take readers through the
highway where there are many billboards advertising different foods and ice cream.Cars, Signs,
and Porcupines is a picture book that will keep your little one busy for hours! Each page is filled
to the max with citizens of Happy County, transportation, noises, houses, buildings, trees, birds,
road signs, names of what things are, and etc. While readers help round up the porcupines,
different citizens in Happy County were doing different things that you couldn’t help but notice,
like the pig-man chase after a little chick driving a tractor after a cow! I liked the view of the
plumbing pipes below the houses. Happy County is definitely a place I would want to visit. I
recommend this book to everyone!xoxo, Jasmine at howusefulitis dot wordpress dot com for
more detailsMany thanks to MacKidsBooks for the opportunity to read and review. Please be
assured that my opinions are honest.”

Celia, “These books are amazing. My son absolutely loves these books! With three in the series,
these would make excellent gifts.”

The book by Ethan Long has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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